SPPA 2120 Phonetics and Phonology
Terminology to review for Second Exam

- Backing of Alveolars
- binary feature
- canonical form
- casual speech
- closed syllable
- Cluster Reduction
- Cluster Simplification
- connected speech
- Context-Sensitive Voicing
- cooing
- correspondence analysis
- CV timing
- Deaffrication
- denasality
- derhotacized
- distinctive feature
- distortion error
- duration
- Early Stopping
- Epenthesis
- Final Consonant Deletion
- flap
- Flapping
- Fricative Simplification
- functor word
- Gliding
- Glottal Substitution
- grammatical elision
- hypernasality
- hyponasality
- idiom
- independent analysis
- jargon (prelinguistic)
- jargon (vocabulary)
- juncture
- labialized
- Later Stopping
- lateralization of sibilants
- lexical elision
- Liquid Deletion
- Nasal Assimilation
- nasal emission
- nasal snorting
- open syllable
- Palatal Fronting
- phonetic
- phonetic feature
- phonetic repertoire
- phonological
- phonological process
- phonological unit
- phonological word
- phonology of the first 50 words
- phonotactic
- primary stress
- progressive idioms
- rapid speech
- reduplicated babbling
- Reduplication
- reflexive sounds
- relational analysis
- rhotacization
- secondary stress
- segmentation
- Sound Additions
- sound avoidance
- sound preference
- sound sequence
- Stopping of Liquids
- stress
- strong vowel
- syllabic consonant
- syllabification
- syllable level stress
- target analysis
- tone unit
- tongue clicks
- tonic syllable
- variegated babbling
- vegetative sounds
- Velar Assimilation
- Velar Fronting
- vocal play
- vocal register
- Vocalization
- Vowelization
- weak stress
- Weak syllable deletion
- weak vowel
- word shape